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Who we are
Established in 1987, as Support, Help & Empowerment, Engender Equality is the leading non-government agency in
Tasmania for people who have experienced family violence and abuse. Engender Equality advocates for an end to all
family violence, intimate partner violence and violence against women.
The services we offer include trauma-informed and rights-based counselling
for individuals affected by violence, workplace training and education,
production of innovative and evidence-based resources, and advocacy for
systemic change to gender inequity and violence against women.
Engender Equality takes part in many advocacy activities, including:
• Speaking out in the community via media interviews and at events
• Contributing to research on family violence in Tasmania and Australia
• Engaging in government processes through policy submissions and
representation
• Hosting events to raise awareness of family violence in Tasmania
• Delivering training and workshops

912
clients accessed
Engender Equality’s
therapeutic services
2019 - 2020

We are an active member of key advisory boards and networks. We are
sought after for our specialist knowledge on the impact of family violence in the unique population of Tasmania.

We acknowledge, with deep respect the palawa people, the traditional owners of lutruwita (Tasmania/Van Diemens
Land). The palawa people belong to the oldest continuing culture in the world. They have lived in union with Country
for many thousands of years. We express gratitude for their custodianship and stand with palawa people in the
declaration that sovereignty remains unceded.
Engender Equality is funded by the Department of Communities Tasmania.

E M P A T H Y .

I N S I G H T .

A D V O C A C Y .
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Chairperson – Kat Induni
7.5% of new
clients
identified
as
Aboriginal

On behalf of the Engender Equality Board and staff it gives me great
pleasure to present the organisation’s Annual Report for FY2020. It is trite
to say that this year has been a year of unprecedented times for all,
however COVID-19 has generated even more demand for Engender
Equality’s services. We have continued to advocate for people affected by
domestic and family violence and deliver our counselling services,
education and training.

Our Board utilised this year to focus on both strategy and risk management, with COVID-19
a timely reminder. We have:





415
new clients accessed
Engender Equality’s
therapeutic services
2019-2020

Participated in training with John Devine from the Australian Institute of Company
Directors on Not-for Profit Governance Principles;
Reviewed our Constitution and created a new Board recruitment policy;
Created a Stakeholder Framework and updated our Risk Register; and
Engaged in a board effectiveness review with Michelle Swallow.

1% of new
clients
identified as
non-binary

Our treasurer Karen Hind (a chartered accountant) has worked closely with Alina Thomas, our CEO to ensure
our financial systems and budget remain on track in a year where our financial landscape changed drastically
with the addition of the COVID-19 response grants. Our board is skilled and focused on the future
of Engender Equality and I thank each director for their efforts this year.

Alina Thomas has worked exceptionally hard, along with all the staff, to address our increased
demand and pivot at a time where our services were needed more than ever, in different ways.
Alina also continued her work as an educated and sought after spokesperson in the media, as well
as an advocate in the corporate and government spaces. The Board are motivated by her passion and commitment
to gender equality and the eradication of family violence.

2.5% of new
clients
identified as
men

Similarly, we would like to sincerely thank all the staff at Engender Equality, who have worked incredibly hard
during difficult times to provide crucial support and services to so many. The knowledge and power you provide in your work is
exemplary. Thank you for prioritising the wellbeing of those engaged with Engender Equality and continuing to have a positive
effect on so many Tasmanians.

E M P A T H Y .

I N S I G H T .

A D V O C A C Y .
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COVID impact – Mary and Darren
Mary separated from Darren in September 2019 after experiencing family violence. They have two children: William who is 9 and
Zoe who is 5. The children have overnight contact with their father every Friday.
Mary works as a nurse at a hospital. As an essential worker, the children attend school on site during Term 2. Darren receives
JobKeeper.
Darren has had a history of family violence, drink-driving charges, employment terminations and financial difficulties. The
children say that they are frightened of him and don’t want to stay at his house. Mary is very concerned about Darren’s
parenting, especially after he was caught by Police driving under the influence of alcohol with the children in the car.
Mary disclosed that Darren has refused to accept the relationship is over and harasses her to reunite. Darren lives near Mary and
frequently drops in to visit the children but also uses this time to criticise Mary. Mary says she feels so exhausted by his verbal
abuse and is afraid to ask him to leave her house.
Darren has frequently threatened that he will not return the children after contact as he says Mary is putting the children at risk
by allowing them to attend school. He alleges that she is unfit as a parent, despite this being untrue. He also keeps pressuring
Mary to allow him to move back into her home so that he can care for the children during the day.
She says he tells the children that ‘’Mummy doesn’t care about you’’. The kids say that he interrogates them about her life and
puts emotional pressure on them-telling them that they have to make their mother understand why he needs to move back in.
Mary is scared to say ‘’no’’ to him as she is fearful that that he might manipulate services to think she is an unfit mother because
she continues to go to work and has been acquiescing to his demands but finding that he continues to escalate his abuse of
her.

Engender Equality calls for a sophisticated understanding of help seeking behaviours and
an informed understanding of why victim-survivors do and do not access help.

E M P A T H Y .

I N S I G H T .

A D V O C A C Y .

COVID impact – Kristy and Nathan
Kristy is 43 and has two teenage daughters from her first marriage. She is now married to Nathan who has a ten-year-old son
Page | 8 from a previous relationship. Nathan’s son lives with his mother in the north of the state and visits during school holidays.
Kristy was in a serious car accident three years ago that left her with chronic back problems. She receives a rebate through
Medicare for physio appointments to help manage the pain and keep her mobile.
Kristy works casually as a bookkeeper for small businesses, mostly cafes and restaurants. When restaurants closed their doors in
April as a result of COVID, Kristy’s work shrunk to just a few hours a week. Nathan works with ground crew at Hobart Airport and
was put on JobKeeper in April. Their combined loss of income has added serious money worries to the existing stresses at
home.
Kristy and Nathan have been having problems for a while but since he’s been home on JobKeeper he’s become noticeably
angrier and more depressed. He spends all day inside playing video games and his verbal outbursts towards Kristy and her
daughters are now daily. Kristy has also seen him kick her elderly cat, Tilly.
Because of COVID, Nathan’s son didn’t visit them during the last school holidays, and this has become a source of resentment
and rumination for Nathan. He says his ex is trying to stop him seeing his son and told Kristy “women ruin everything”.
Kristy knows her daughters hate living with Nathan and are angry with her because of it. Kristy’s older daughter spends most of
her time at her boyfriend’s house and wants to move in with his family. Kristy’s younger daughter is seeing the school
counsellor.
Kristy isn’t sure how she and the girls would get by financially if she left Nathan – they’re barely covering the mortgage as it is.
She is also reliant on Nathan for basic things like lifting the shopping, because of her back.
The physio practice she sees closed for a few weeks when COVID first emerged and Kristy’s back became so bad she could
hardly walk. Nathan has never had much patience with her health and during the flare-up he said, “I should put you and the
fucking cat out of your misery.” Kristy sometimes thinks he closes doors and leaves obstacles in her way inside the house on
purpose to make it harder for her to move around.
Kristy feels humiliated by their financial situation and believes Nathan isn’t a bad person at heart. She desperately hopes things
will improve for her family when COVID is over.

Family Violence and Mental Health – the Unspoken Link

2956
therapeutic
sessions delivered
2019 -2020

By mid-2020 the anecdotal experience of specialist family violence services such as ours
was borne out by the hard evidence. Data released in July by the Australian Institute of
Criminology confirmed that the pandemic coincided with the onset or escalation of
violence and abuse for many women:
65.4% of women who experienced physical or sexual violence from a current or former
cohabiting partner in the three months prior to the survey had experienced either violence
for the first time by that partner or an escalation in the frequency and severity of prior
violence. (AIC, 2020)
At the same time that these findings became public, an escalation of mental health
problems in the population was also verified by data. A study by the University of New
South Wales and the Black Dog Institute revealed that, "78% of participants reported their
mental health problems had worsened during the outbreak”. (UNSW, 2020)

Despite the prevalence of intimate partner violence (it remains the third greatest health risk factor for women in Australia aged
24-44) and the prevalence of mental illness (more than one in five women experience mental illness each year), the overlap
between populations experiencing increased family violence and populations experiencing poorer mental during COVID-19 has
not been publicly examined.
Only this year Australia’s National Research Organisation for Women’s Safety observed the forgotten intersection between
family violence and mental health, concluding that the failure of either service system to adequately address the linking factor
of complex trauma contributed to the country’s “fragmented response to women in distress”. (ANROWS, 2020).
The World Health Organisation has long recognised that intimate partner violence can lead to “depression, post-traumatic
stress and other anxiety disorders, sleep difficulties, eating disorders, and suicide attempts” (2017). Yet family violence is rarely
considered within mental health policy and service design in Australia, even when its economic cost is in the vicinity of $21.7
billion annually (Our Watch, 2015).
Engender Equality will continue to highlight the unspoken link between gendered violence and mental health and to
advocate strongly for improved, holistic responses to women’s experiences of distress.

E M P A T H Y .

I N S I G H T .

A D V O C A C Y .

COVID impact – Rebecca and Steven
Rebecca and Steven are in their 40’s, they have two sons (primary age) who live with them.
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Steven is unemployed and presents with mental health challenges that he uses to as a tool for keeping Rebecca in the
relationship. Rebecca feels responsible for caring for Steven and worries about what will happen to him when she leaves him.
Rebecca speaks about ‘one day when I leave Steven…’.
Steven uses behaviours that are coercively controlling and focuses on Rebecca’s being disabled from ever leaving him.
During the time that Rebecca has engaged with Engender, she has set numerous goals for losing weight and looking after her
health, this is something she is regularly concerned about. Steven actively seeks to sabotage her efforts to go for walks and eat
healthily. Steven orders take away foods and cooks deep fried foods in the deep fryer at home.
At the beginning of COVID-19, when Rebecca would normally have been attending a course and having the small amount of
autonomy she has fought for, Rebecca told Steven that she was going to lose weight; exercise and eat healthily. Rebecca said
that Steven mocked her, told her she didn’t know what she was talking about and presented himself as the expert of her body
and weight loss. Following this, Steven said he was struggling with his mental health and ‘needed’ Rebecca to be available to
him constantly. Rebecca said that she felt depressed, angry and resentful towards Steven. She said that she stopped trying to
get out of the house for any form of exercise or to make herself healthier foods. Rebecca said that the fight was ‘just no worth it’.
During COVID-19, Rebecca assumed the role of home schooling the children. Steven used this to limit her time for anything else
(such as going for a walk). Steven told Rebecca that they needed to be ‘child focussed’ and impressed on her that the children
were feeling anxious and needed her to be available to them.
During COVID-19, Rebecca continued to engage with Engender through phone appointments that she would take from her car
after telling Steven she was leaving the house to go to the supermarket; these appointments were brief ‘check in’s’. Steven was
monitoring her closely; after all, why would she be leaving the house? She’s not supposed to be.
Since COVID-19 social distancing restrictions have been lifted, Rebecca has attended one face to face appointment. Rebecca
shared, during this appointment time, about the struggle she was experiencing to engage in the ‘regular’ life she had before
COVID-19; Steven continues to present with challenging mental health needs and actively tries to sabotage her goals for being
healthy. Rebecca has identified that Steven wants her to be home with him all the time; to continue the ‘new normal’ as created
by the COVID-19 social distancing restrictions. Rebecca’s self-esteem and self-worth have been deeply impacted and in the face
to face appointment that Rebecca engaged in, she was not heard to say, ‘one day when I leave Steven…’.

Advocates for Change
Unlike other community populations (people with disabilities and people with mental health challenges, for example) women
who have experienced violence and abuse have been absent from activities and partnerships that acknowledge and value their
expertise. The voices, perceptions, wants and ideas of women subjected to violence and abuse is frequently missing from
decision making, policy design and service provision. This is slowly beginning to change and we have been very pleased to see
Grace Tame, sexual assault survivor, named Tasmanian of the Year 2020.
Under frameworks such as co-design and community engagement, women who experience violence and abuse should be
consulted as experts in the design of policy and services that affect them. Real mechanisms for meaningful consultation and
engagement that acknowledges and values lived experience is an integral part of ensuring that services and support provide a
fully informed response.
A small grant from Our Watch allowed Engender Equality to establish Advocates for Change, a mechanism by which women
with lived experience of abuse and violence can be supported in public advocacy roles, to share their insights and expertise.
Over 2019-2020 Engender has further developed the program with a grant from the Community Support Levy and a kind
donation from the Zonta Club of Hobart.
Through Engender Equality, Advocates for Change participants give media interviews, speak at community events such as
Reclaim the Night and 16 Days of Activism and offer their expertise to policy submissions, such as the 2020 Family Law Inquiry.
This highly innovative program continues to passionately and deeply challenge the cultural
drivers of family violence with these aims:
•
Use a community mobilisation model built on the value of lived experience voices. This
strengths-based approach is recognised as an important technique for communities that are
marginalised and often denied a voice in decision making.
•
Challenge social norms and practices that support violence against women using local
activism.
•
Target the condoning of violence and other antisocial behaviours, while also promoting
and respecting community self-determination.
•
Advocates for Change are inclusive, relevant and culturally sensitive and empower
women who have experienced family violence and sexual assault to be part of decision making,
drive new initiatives and to claim ownership of the program.
The Advocates for Change program is coordinated by victim-survivor representative, Tessa Moodie.

E M P A T H Y .

I N S I G H T .

A D V O C A C Y .
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COVID impact – Jen and Dan
Jen has been co-habiting with Dan since 2016. Jen has a child from a previous relationship who is 7 and another child with Dan
who is 3 and a half.
Jen works in hospitality on weekends and was put on Jobseeker in April, Dan was able to keep working but his hours are a
combination of permanent and casual and his casual hours disappeared with lockdown. He now only works 20 hours a week
and is often resentful that he would be better off on Job Keeper than if he stayed working.
Jen’s parents live in Western Australia. Her father is terminally unwell and her mum provides all the care for her dad. Jen is close
with her mum and has tried to maintain support to her during the COVID restrictions. With Dan additional time at home Dan
realised that Jen talks to her mum for about an hour each day and he is resentful of the time. He always feels as though Jens’
parents dislike him, even though they have never actually given any indication of this. Over lockdown Dan started being critical
of Jen for talking to her mum which started with snide remarks but become more sinister and sometimes when he is elevated
he expresses rage at Jen. It is common for Dan to say things like “why don’t you tell your stuck-up parents about it,” and “you
care more about your parents than you do us.”
He says these things in front of the children.
Over lockdown Jen had to be secretive about when she made her phone calls. She ended up calling her parents less and when
she did, she kept the calls short. She got in contact with Engender in May to explore her feelings and to discuss the impact of
Dan’s behaviour.

CEO – Alina Thomas
Much has been made this year of whether or not there has been an increase in family violence over the epidemic
lockdown in Tasmania. On the 16th June 2020 Tasmania Police said that “unlike other jurisdictions across Australia, the
number of reported family violence incidents have decreased by 11 per cent in Tasmania since the coronavirus
containment restrictions were introduced in March”. To our frustration this comment was used to infer that there had
not been an increase in the experience of family violence in Tasmania. With additional data reporting required by the
government and the experience in the office it was evident that alongside the experience of the other states, lockdown
was creating a perfect-storm for people who use abusive behaviours.
With increased opportunities to control and monitor their partners, less visibility, less opportunities
to seek help, couples spending more time together and increased stressor Engender Equality
witnessed a dramatic increase in the complexity and severity of family violence across the state.
Now as the Tasmanian community emerges from the severe restrictions of the early pandemic
response, Engender Equality continues to see high levels of trauma and complex ongoing impacts
for victim-survivors of family and domestic violence.
We already know from our work that the impacts of family violence are multifaceted and longlasting. We also know that the majority of our clients in Tasmania experience a background of
disadvantage or deprivation which may necessitate a need for multiple interventions and supports.
Early intervention following a crisis such as the coronavirus pandemic is crucial in helping victimsurvivors build resilience and return to full participation.

602
people attended
Engender Equality
workshops
2019 -2020

In the months to come, a reduction in household incomes across Australia will pose significant and nuanced
challenges to victim-survivors, including reducing opportunities to leave violent relationships and the onset of new,
financially controlling tactics within relationships. With the loss of jobs, pending roll-back of Centrelink payments and
other financial stresses bearing down on couples and families, Engender Equality anticipates an increased need to
work with people on the presentation of financial abuse and how people can address risk and safety concerns with
increasingly limited resources.
Crucially, specialist organisations like ours must have enough provisions in place to offer services when help is sought.
The importance of responding to victims of family and domestic abuse in the help-seeking moment is well established
by research, as is the fact that the absence of timely responses means the help-seeking window may close for that
individual, sometimes permanently.

E M P A T H Y .

I N S I G H T .

A D V O C A C Y .

The increased demand for family violence services in Tasmania during
COVID-19
Page | 14 Data extracted from the Engender Equality client database provides a clear measure of the increased demand for specialist
family violence services in Tasmania during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Figure 1. Longitudinal summary – client sessions and total calls 2017 to August 2020

COVID impact – Lara and Brian
Lara has been in a relationship with her partner, Brian, for 20 years. Lara met Brian at her place of work, he was her employer.
Lara and Brian are both in their retirement years.
At the end of 2019, Lara wanted to leave the relationship and was engaging in support from Safe Choices and Engender Equality
as she made a safe plan towards leaving Brian who closely monitors her.
Lara found it difficult to engage with services pre-COVID-19 because she always had to have a viable excuse for going anywhere.
Before the COVID-19 lock down was enforced on the NW, Brian had already started monitoring Lara more closely. She said she
felt that he suspected she might be planning to leave. Lara felt she needed her behaviours to appear as normal as possible and
engaged less with services. She had, in her possession, forms that needed to be completed for Housing, however, Lara said she
was unable to create a safe time for doing this. Because of COVID-19 social distancing restrictions, her ability to leave the house
to make phone calls to services for support decreased and the forms were not completed.
COVID-19 has enabled a ‘new normal’ to become present in the relationship; being more closely monitored and questioned
about where Lara is going and what she is doing.
Lara maintains her safety through appeasing Brian; responding to what he expects/wants of her. She feels unsafe when he is
suspicious. Lara is continuing to follow through with her plan to leave. However, it is a slow process for her. Lara’s experience of
anxiety increased during COVID-19. She consciously manages the symptoms of the anxiety every-day.

E M P A T H Y .

I N S I G H T .

A D V O C A C Y .

The Governance Board
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General Member
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